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Drain Report

• Drain went smooth.
• Alex tightened all the pumps prior to drain.
• Not a single leaky pump during drain.
• Paul on pumps and Alex on computer.
• No major issues occurred.
Final Water Report

• No evidence of leaks throughout 2 week period:
  – Drip pans checked semi-daily, no water present.
  – Leak Detectors did not trip.
  – All level sensors read wet.
  – Depth sensors did not indicate any leak.

• Bag 43 looks good.

• Sensors in bags 4 and 21 look questionable.
Bag 4

4L was previously listed as a bad sensor, but its recent behavior has been pretty stable. 4H was previously listed as a good sensor, but now its being a bit erratic. For next sensor replacement, bag 4 will be high on the priority list.
Both depth sensors have odd behavior, but the low sensor has been relatively stable the past week.

Bag 21 will be high on the priority list for next sensor replacement.